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An ontology is an expliit spei�ation of a oneptualization of an area of interest, and onsists

of a formal representation of knowledge as a set of onepts within a domain, and the relationships

between those onepts. The need for semantially enhaning existing databases with ontologial

onstraints gave rise to the so-alled ontologial database management systems, that is, a new type

of DMBSs equipped with advaned reasoning and query proessing mehanisms. In partiular, an

extensional database D is ombined with an ontology Σ whih derives new intensional knowledge

from D. An input query is not just answered against the database, as in the lassial setting, but

against the logial theory (a.k.a. ontologial database) D ∪ Σ. Database tehnology providers have

reognized the need for ombining ontologial reasoning and database tehnology, and have reently

started to build ontologial reasoning modules on top of their existing software with the aim of

delivering e�etive database management solutions to their ustomers. For example, Orale In.

o�ers a system, alled Orale Database 11g, enhaned by modules performing ontologial reasoning

tasks
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. Enhaning databases with ontologies is also at the heart of several researh-based systems

suh as QuOnto [Aiarri et al. 2005℄.

Desription Logis (DLs) [Baader et al. 2003℄ are a family of knowledge representation languages

widely used in ontologial modeling. In fat, DLs model a domain of interest in terms of onepts and

roles, whih represent lasses of individuals and binary relations on lasses of individuals, respetively.

Interestingly, DLs provide the logial underpinning for the Web Ontology Language (OWL), and its

revision OWL 2, as standartized by the W3C
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. However, in order to ahieve favorable omputational

properties, DLs are able only to desribe knowledge for whih the underlying relational struture is

treelike. Moreover, they usually support only unary and binary relations. Reently, the Datalog

±

family [Calì et al. 2012℄ of ontology languages has been proposed, with the purpose of overoming the

above limitations of DLs. Datalog

±
languages are based on Datalog rules that allow for the existential

quanti�ation of variables in the head, in the same fashion as Datalog with value invention [Cabibbo

1998℄. The absene of value invention, thoroughly disussed in [Patel-Shneider and Horroks 2007℄, is

the main shortoming of Datalog in modeling ontologies. The basi Datalog

±
rules are (funtion-free)

Horn rules extended with existential quanti�ation in the head, known as tuple-generating dependen-

ies or existential rules. The addition of negative onstraints of the form ∀Xϕ(X) → ⊥, where ⊥

denotes the truth onstant false, and of restrited lasses of equality-generating dependenies suh as

key dependenies, makes Datalog

±
expressive enough to apture the most ommon tratable ontology

languages suh as the DL-Lite family of DLs [Calvanese et al. 2007℄.

Query answering under Datalog rules extended with existential quanti�ation in the head is unde-

idable (impliit in [Beeri and Vardi 1981℄). Therefore, some syntati restrition is needed to ensure

deidability (hene the symbol �±�). The fundamental restrition paradigms that have been studied

so far are as follows:
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Weak-Ayliity. Weakly-ayli Datalog

±
, introdued in the ontext of data exhange [Fagin et al.

2005℄, guarantees the �niteness of the universal model of the given ontologial database. Notie

that a universal model (a.k.a. anonial model) ats as a representative of all the models of the

given ontologial database, and thus for query answering purposes we an onsider only this speial

model. Therefore, one an just evaluate the given query over the �nite universal model.

Guardedness. Deidability of query answering under guarded Datalog

±
follows from the fat that

guardedness ensures the existene of a universal model of �nite treewidth. Guarded Datalog

±
rules

and generalizations thereof were studied in [Calì et al. 2013; Calì et al. 2012; Baget et al. 2011℄.

Notie that sets of guarded Datalog

±
rules an be rewritten as theories in the guarded fragment of

�rst-order logi [Andréka et al. 1998℄.

Stikiness. Stiky Datalog

±
has been proposed in [Calì et al. 2012℄ with the aim of identifying an

expressive language that allows for joins in rule-bodies whih are expressible only via non-guarded

rules. Stikiness enures the termination of resolution-based proedures, whih in turn implies that

we an onstrut the (�nite) part of the universal model whih is needed in order to entail the query.

Shyness. Shy Datalog

±
ensures that during the onstrution of the universal model only database

onstants an partiipate in a join operation [Leone et al. 2012℄. This property allows us to onsider

only a �nite part of the (possibly in�nite) universal model whih an be e�etively onstruted.

Towards the identi�ation of even more expressive languages, several attempts have been onduted

to onsolidate the aforementioned paradigms. Notable formalisms are glut-guardedness [Krötzsh and

Rudolph 2011℄ and weak-stikiness [Calì et al. 2012℄, obtained by joining weak-ayliity with guard-

edness and stikiness, respetively. A ondition, alled tameness, whih allows for a safe ombination

of guardedness and stikiness has been reently proposed in [Gottlob et al. 2013℄.
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